






Clicker question: Two objects (each initially in equilibrium) 
are put into thermal contact and the pair is thermally insulated 
from its environment. If heat is observed to flow from object A 
to object B we can say that:

A) Object A initially had more energy than object B.

B) Object A initially had a higher temperature than object B.

C) Both A and B are true.

D) Neither A nor B can be concluded from the question.
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Discussion question

While trying to find a cheap copy of the 157 text online, 
you notice that Amazon has a sale on (liquid) 
thermometers for only 79 cents each. It seems like a 
really good deal, so you order six (Christmas is coming 
up). When they arrive, you realize that none of them 
have any markings on them. 

Just as you are about to send them back, you develop a 
powerful feeling that you really really want to know 
what temperature it is in the room. How could you figure 
out the temperature (in degrees Celcius) using your 
cheapo Amazon thermometers?

EXTRA: will your method give the exact temperature?
Why or why not? Are you assuming anything?





Bonus clicker question: The graph shows the volume vs 
temperature relationship for a sample of mercury. For a mercury 
thermometer with equally spaced temperature markings, if the 
thermometer reads 50ºC, the actual temperature is 

A) Exactly 50ºC.

B) A bit higher than 50ºC.

C) A bit lower than 50ºC.
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Clicker question: The air pressure in the room is about 100kPa. 
The force of the air on the top of your head (say 10cm by 10cm) 
is similar to the downward force from 

A) a 100g mass

B) a 1kg mass

C) a 10kg mass

D) a 100kg mass

E) a 1000kg mass
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